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S EC U R I T Y U P DAT E

MANAGER´S
MESSAGE
DEAR MEMBER
We are all hoping for a summer of
prosperity as we head to the end of
2020.

The social and criminal disruption that’s occurring City-wide and brought about
in part by the relocation of the homeless, those with mental health issues, those
re-entering the community post a jail sentence is a complex social issue many
other business areas are facing for the same reasons, and this has been widely
publicised in the press. Over the past weeks we have met with several organisations
including the Ministry of Social Development, Lifewise, City Mission, plus the NZ
Police and politicians. There is general frustration that while these organisations
are all working extensively and tirelessly to alleviate the plight of many of our most
vulnerable citizens, there is no macro level co-ordination from government as to
the location and concentration of facilities.

Our AGM took place a few weeks ago
and we invite you to take a look at our
Annual Report and Business Plan online
at parnell.net.nz. New members were
elected onto the Executive Committee
and a full list is there. This voluntary
board, together with my team, remain
committed to assist our member
businesses wherever possible.
Our annual décor competition that ran
for the month of September received a
record number of entries, and although
this has been said every year, this last
competition was in excess of 30%
up on the previous year – testament
I am sure to the potency of the online
environment.
October celebrated Artweek and early
November we are focusing on our
hospitality outlets and their summer
offerings.
You may notice that work is underway
in Heard Park to refurb the Plunket
premises, which was badly needed, and
will hopefully be complete in time for
our Christmas activation in the park.
After what has been a year none of us
could have anticipated as we headed
into it, we do hope that the warmer
months provide renewed hope and a
celebratory festive season.

Kind Regards
Cheryl Adamson
General Manager

W H AT CA N YO U D O AS A B U S I N E S S M E M B E R
TO PA RT I C I PAT E I N O U R C R I M E P R E V E N T I O N
PLAN?
We have to respond to meet the challenge of the change in our Community.
When we took on the services of Platform 4 last year, it was with the intention
of building capacity for a proactive Night Patrol Service, focused on Parnell
exclusively, with a mission to prevent crime by maintaining a highly visible
presence with constant and vigilant patrolling. Twelve months later we are
extremely satisfied with their performance and we are again reaching out to our
members to consider supporting our Crime Prevention Plan by joining Platform 4
Group. The way this works is the following: The Parnell Business Association pay
for a few hours patrolling every night. Every time a member takes on their services,
whether that be for a 5-minute door check or a 30-minute bed down, it increases
the time they can be in the area, and soon
reaches the point that becomes viable for
them to dedicate a vehicle and patrol man
to Parnell for the whole night.
Collectively in the spirit of “community”, if
we all support our Crime Prevention Plan,
we will quickly have our own dedicated and
exclusive night-time patrol service.
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CHRISTMAS CAN BE
F O U N D AT G A LT O N S
19 5 PA R N E L L R OA D
Christmas is a time of family, tradition, and festive magic in Parnell and
just wouldn’t be the same without all that Galtons has to offer. Open now
at 195 Parnell Road we all have plenty of time to sort out our Christmas
interiors. Walking in to Galtons is like walking into a magical Christmas
wonderland, so treat yourself by popping in. Galtons believe Christmas is
the most wonderful time of the year and a fabulous excuse to celebrate life
and after all that 2020 has surprised us with, we couldn’t agree more. Give
in to the magic of the festive season and pop into Galtons. It already feels
like Christmas in there!
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We think
Parnell truly
has something
for everyone

We’ve been eating and drinking in Parnell for years and
there are still some excellent stalwarts like NSP, Cibo
and Antione’s that have stood the test of time.
In recent years we’ve seen the likes of The Golden Nest
at Woodpecker Hill arrive which really aided Parnell in
becoming a restaurant destination again. We love that a
number of innovative new restaurants followed, not least
of which has been Pasture – a true world class, awardwinning restaurant in the heart of Parnell.
We love Parnell! It’s a fabulous community and it would
be fair to say that one of our favourite parts of our
favourite suburb is the variety on offer in the ‘hospitality
department’. We have the really upmarket restaurants like
Pasture, Cibo and Antoine’s and so many international
flavours such as Greek, Korean, Oriental, Mediterranean
Italian, Indonesian, Spanish, Indian, Thai, Persian and so

many more, way too many to mention here, but you get
the idea. Options are endless.
Of course, Parnell Rd has such a lovely vibe, it has that
village feel about it which is so unique and different to
our neighbours Britomart, Newmarket or the City, but
it’s not just the main road that holds so many great
restaurants and bars.
We also have a whole lot going on in the St Georges Bay
Rd/Faraday St precinct. For such a long time Cibo was
all on its own down there, but now you really could be
in a corner of New York dining out - a fabulous energy!
We think Parnell truly has something for everyone and
we are happy to share our favourites with you here and
encourage you to taste and try for yourselves!
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BARULHO
2 -1 6 WAT T ST R E E T

ANTOINE’S
333 PARNELL ROAD
Because Antoine’s has been around
for 40 years, it’s the stuff of legend. To
get in, you ring a doorbell and you go
from there. What we look forward to
with Antione’s is that you know what
you’re going to get, in all the good
ways. The beauty of Antoine’s is that
it’s like stepping back in time to ‘fine
dining’ of old, the days where you
went out to dinner for an occasion.
Antione’s is a Parnell restaurant that
you make plans to go to and enjoy
every once and a while.

The lighting, sound and atmosphere
is ‘just right’ at Barulho, as are all the
offerings on their Mediterranean
inspired menu. You read about a
restaurant in its reviews, but you
never really know whether they are
hyped up or not, until you check out
a place for yourself. Barulho lives up
to its reviews, and beyond. We dine
there on a regular basis. Don’t forget
right next door is Fonda, the new
Auckland restaurant that’s being
touted as ‘Auckland’s best Mexican
on the block’!

CIBO
91 SAINT GEORGES
B AY R OA D

BLUE ELEPHANT THAI
237 PARNELL ROAD

BANDUNG
119 PARNELL ROAD
What we love about Bandung is
the thought and energy behind the
delicious and authentic Indonesian
food on offer. Esmeralda, Cleo, Julie
& Chef Petrus want their customers
to experience ‘home’ when they walk
in and the cafe is inspired by their
mothers’ kitchens, tiny warungs in
Bali and Java. Their menu items taste
so fresh, their street food snacks make
you feel like you are in Indonesia
while on Parnell Road.

Look, we love Blue Elephant Thai
for a fuss free after work meal that
we know we can rely on for being
tasty, authentic, fresh, and now,
award winning. Blue Thai Elephant
took out the 2020 Travellers Choice
Trip Adviser top spot and we think it
absolutely has something to do with
their Thai Prawn Cakes, the Chicken
Pad Thai and the Choo Chee Salmon,
some of the dishes we’d recommend
for when you next swing by Parnell
specifically for Thai.

Cibo is a Parnell institution and
only the best restaurants stand the
test of time! As a top contender for
Auckland’s friendliest restaurant, we
love being greeted by the charming
maître d’s Jeremy Turner and Brad
Sullivan. They’ll welcome you in like
an old friend, and by the end of the
meal, you’ll be mates. It’s real, it’s
not a show. They love what they do,
and they want to give anyone who
walks through their doors an amazing
experience. Each meal is amazing,
but it would be remiss of us to not
mention Cibo’s famous mammoth
pavlovas. We’d say, the best pavs in
Auckland.
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DI MARE
251 PARNELL ROAD

GEROME
269 PARNELL ROAD

Cutting to the chase, the Di Mare
seafood platter is to die for. The
setting of Di Mare is also something
that’s not common in Auckland and
something you can only get in Parnell
Village with the quaint cobbles and
courtyard. Sitting down away from
the hustle and bustle of a main road,
wine in hand, enjoying delicious
seafood? It’s hard to beat..

When it comes to a dining experience,
we don’t think there’s anything much
cooler than walking into a beautiful,
ambient, sophisticated space where
up near the kitchen you can see
flames. The meat, fish and seafood
from Gerome’s menu are cooked on
the chargrill and wood-fire and sent
hot, straight to your table. While the
seasonal menu changes regularly,
we’ve come to expect dishes such
as harissa-rubbed lamb ribs, tender
chicken thigh and seared kefalogravier
(Greek cheese). We suggest saving
room for the sweet stuff too because
the loukoumades (Greece‘s take on
the doughnut) are something that
everyone should experience.

feel like you‘re sitting in a restaurant
right out of Japan. Chef Akira Kugue
is the heart of Gion and he makes
dining there an incredibly authentic
experience. A trained sushi chef from
Kyoto, Japan, he’s especially known
for his divine fresh sashimi and sushi.
Chef Akira makes Japanese cuisine
available for gluten free eaters,
vegetarians, and is open for both
Lunch (great for a business meeting)
and Dinner (great for a night out to
unwind and enjoy some of Auckland’s
best Japanese) in Parnell.

FANG
BEHIND WINONA FOREVER
100 PARNELL ROAD
Fang makes us feel cool. What’s not
cool? Their flavours. They pack a
punch! If you like it hot, the Bang Bang
Chicken will be right up your alley. If
you like both pretty and delicious
food, we absolutely recommend you
try the Nori cones filled with salmon
tartare, roe and avocado cream. The
way Fang mixes ingredients make
them so much more than the ‘lazy’
Asian fusion tagline that gets bandied
about when people don’t quite know
how to explain a meal that isn’t either
traditional ‘Japanese or Chinese’. Also,
we must mention the cocktails, the
bar in Fang is a feature and it’s rude
not to order at least one of their ‘own
design’ delicious cocktails.

HAN
100 PARNELL ROAD,
INSIDE THE RISE

GION
168 PARNELL ROAD
Gion is a special place, from the
moment you walk in it’s like entering
a different world! Named after
an ancient district in Kyoto, Gion
Japanese Restaurant makes you

Chef Min Baek wants to introduce
diners at Han to Korean deliciousness
and it’s fair to say he accomplishes his
mission. With welcoming, attentive
staff, and a cozy interior, we are
constantly surprised by the unique
and delicious food creations on the
menu which we have never seen
before. Han is among a small few
Auckland eateries offering delicious
servings of modern Korean fare and
side note, the Negronis are some of
the best we‘ve ever had! Han is a place
we take people we want to impress.
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ROSIE
82 GLADSTONE ROAD

NON SOLO PIZZA
259 PARNELL ROAD
We are loving the new Non Solo
Pizza menu. Having had both an
interior refurb and a menu update this
favourite ‘Italian institution’ (having
been in Parnell for 24 years) has been
brought into 2020. The new menu still
sits firmly in the modern Italian bracket,
simple and fresh but with updated
classics, new flavours, techniques and
ingredients to love. Of course NSP is
also known for their fabulous drinks,
so it’s one of the places we go to really
make a ‘long lunch’ or ‘night’ out of it.
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Brunch at Rosie can’t be beat. It’s a true
statement, but then we realise that their
lunches and dinners and cabinet treats
are just as yummy as their brunches.
Rosie truly is one of Parnell’s best and
most reliable hospitality offerings for all
day dining.

family recipe dishes, made with care
and humble, honest flavours inspired
by memories of their childhood. Yes,
their Butter Chicken is to die for, but
all items on their menu are special.
We never know what to choose!
PASTURE
235 PARNELL ROAD
When the occasion calls for it, we
appreciate sophisticated fine dining
and for this, multi award winning
Pasture is our ‘go to’. With only
exclusive, thought provoking, NZ
inspired dishes, Pasture is now open
for 3 sittings per night (5.15pm, 7.15pm
and 9pm) in their intimate dining
space for 6. Boxer, the most ahead of

O H CA LC U T TA
151 PARNELL ROAD
Oh Calcutta have a cult following
and you can count us in that group.
There is no other Indian restaurant in
Auckland that has the reputation of
Oh Calcutta. The restaurant is always
packed out, not because it’s ‘the
coolest’ place to dine necessarily,
but because Anand and Meena Patel
consistently offer personal service
of the highest standard and create
mouth-watering,time-honoured

its time, fashionable bar in Auckland,
not only has a menu that will wow
you when it comes to drinks, but also
has on offer an ‘edible’ menu to enjoy.
Pasture and Boxer exist to support
each other, to create movement
between the two spaces and to create
a dynamic experience for those who
enter the doors to drink and dine. It’s
an extraordinary experience one can
only enjoy

RUMI
251 PARNELL ROAD
Rumi offer authentic and delicious
Persian Cuisine and to be honest, we
doubt there’s a better ‘Persian dining
option’ in Auckland. The saying that
you first eat with your eyes, holds
true for Rumi. When you walk in you
almost feel like you’ve stepped into a
secret Aladdin’s cave from the warm
clay colours that make the interior
cosy, to the furnishing, pottery, bronze
ornaments and dining utensils to the
lovely Iranian carpets adorning the
bench seats. Friendly service and
family owned, dining at Rumi is not only
an experience because of the nature of
the food, but also the environment. It’s
precious.
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SIMON + LEE
115 SAINT GEORGES
B AY R OA D

T H E G O L D E N N E ST AT
WOODPECKER HILL
196 PARNELL ROAD

Simon + Lee brings something
unique to the Faraday St precinct.
Modern Korean. The fried chicken
has a reputation that precedes itself
and the entire menus ingredients
are fresh, flavoursome and authentic
with a modern twist. We love Simon
+ Lee for a spot of lunch. The cafe is
cosy but utilises all its space with a
large communal table surrounded by
smaller settings and bar seats. Flight
espresso and Supreme filter blends
are on offer for that mid-afternoon
pick up. Simon + Lee knows what
they’re doing, and we thank them for
it.

An absolute Parnell favourite, the
reincarnated ‘Woodpecker Hill’ is
now called ‘The Golden Nest at
Woodpecker Hill’. Mark Wallbank’s
longtime chef and collaborator Che
Barrington embraces the fun and
fresh influence of Japanese and
Korean food within The Golden Nest’s
updated and extensive offering. Two
menu musts are the Duck Fried Rice
and the Cheeseburger Bun! Moving
away from the restaurant’s previous
Thai-infused American BBQ style, the
new dishes available are less spicy
and a little more shareable thanks to
smaller, snacky-style portions.

IF YOU’RE THIRSTY
IN PARNELL…
Find your favourite beverage location or local bar in Parnell.
Whether it be the perfect spot for a date night, after work
cocktails, an after-hours business meeting with the goal to
impress or to relax and watch a sports game in a chilled-out
environment, we’ve got you covered.
Your Parnell ‘beverage options’ start with the perfectly curated
chef-run cocktail venue Boxer, “The inspiration for the bar
itself stems from my love for drinks at Pasture,” explains chef
and owner Ed Verner. “It slowly built up over the years, and it
became as important to me as the food menu.”
Your Monday through Sunday ‘tipple options’ are some of the
most loved in Auckland and Parnell has got you covered, so
make sure that as the warmer months get closer, you continue
to support Parnell.

Then we have the exclusive Pineapple Bar, to local haunts
and traditional bar spots such as The Paddington, Zacks or
Partners in Crime.
You can add a bit of ‘liquid fashion’ to your time out and also
enjoy fashionable cocktails at Gerome, Fang or Cibo or a
prosecco in the courtyard at Non Solo Pizza.
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ACCOMMODATION

CONFERENCING

Nestled along Gladstone Road opposite Parnell
District School, the Qualmark 4 Star ‘The Parnell
Hotel & Conference Centre’ features 101 Hotel
styled rooms and apartments with many north
facing rooms enjoying views over the City and
harbour.

With 8 versatile conference rooms, our airconditioned facilities are well equipped for your
next conference, meeting, dinner or get-together.

Facilities include the onsite Gladstones Café
Restaurant, free Wi-Fi, free parking and 24-hour
reception.
Unique in the hospitality industry being a registered
charity that gives back to many charitable, medical
and research causes.
Use the promocode PARNELL2020 to get 10% off
your accommodation when booking on our website
www.theparnell.co.nz
T&Cs apply, see www.theparnell.co.nz/10off for
further details

Catering for groups from 3 – 300 theatre style or
up to 140 banquet style we can offer a wide variety
of menus to select from or build to your individual
menu choice. Free parking is available onsite for
conference attendees.
As a special offer to Parnell readers we’re offering
15% off your room hire for your next conference,
meeting or workshop with us. Speak with our
Conference and Events team, mention this ad and
our team will work with you to make your next
event successful.
Get in touch with our team 09 303 3789 or
conference@theparnell.co.nz
Valid for new bookings made in 2020 & 2021,
excludes any F&B

10 – 20 Gladstone Road, Parnell | 09 303 3789 | www.theparnell.co.nz | reservations@theparnell.co.nz
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NEW TO PARNELL
SWEET AFFAIRS - OLD
BAKEHOUSE CAFE
BIERGARTEN LOUNGE
2 2 5 PA RN EL L RD
@SWEE TAFFAIRS _ N Z

GOOD HABIT ICE

The Old Bakhouse is under new ownership
and we are loving the ‘vibe’. If you’ve not
yet experienced this quaint, personal
experience on Parnell Rd, you’ve done
yourself a disservice! It’s Parnell’s secret
garden café and cocktail lounge in the
150-year-old bakehouse. There’s no place
like it in Parnell and the treats are delicious.

CREAM
6 /17 7 PA R N E L L R OA D
GOODH A BI T I CEC R EA M .C O. N Z
Good Habit started in a little corner at the
Grey Lynn Farmers Market in 2019 with a
simple mission to make delicious, dairyfree ice cream that everyone can enjoy.
Now? They are scooping in Parnell!
Their ice creams are made with honest,
simple,
and
minimally
processed
ingredients. They stay far away from
preservatives, and fillers. The result is the
creamiest, most luscious plant-based ice
cream you’ve tried.
They are passionate about making
delicious and creative ice creams. Now
summer is around the corner (not that ice
cream needs a season) go and taste the
difference for yourself!

ROSE QUARTZ HAIRSTUDIO
3 3 3 /4 PARN EL L ROAD
R O S EQ UART Z.CO.N Z
Rose Quartz Hair Studio has moved and is now located in the heart of Parnell, they
warmly invite us to escape Auckland’s hustle and bustle to come and be pampered
in their intimate, sun-soaked studio, they will bring out the best in your hair for you.
Specialising in all the latest hair inspiration we could ever need (cuts, colouring
techniques and treatments), every Rose Quartz customer is warmly welcomed.
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We build
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W H AT ’ S O N ?
VISIT THE AUCKLAND MUSEUM THIS NOVEMBER
D O U B L E TA K E TO U R - D I S C OV E R T H E
STORIES AND SECRETS OF AUCKLAND’S

At Streamline Creative, w
ask the right questions tha
the answers.
B E S T- L O V E D B U I L D I N G D A I LY AT 1 P M

What lies behind the door that has no key? Was there really a penthouse built
on the top of the museum? And how did two warplanes end up on the top
floor? If you think you know your Museum, it’s time to take a second look.

Join us for a fascinating guided tour, spanning almost 100 years, from the
early designs to the building you see today. Hear stories of the architects,
discover what is inside the wall cavities, and learn how Auckland Museum has
changed over the years.

TICKETS $30 PER PERSON

(https://www.aucklandmuseum.com/visit/whats-on/tours/double-take-tour)
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PARNELL BUSINESS
AS S O C I AT I O N

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS

COMMITTEE MEMBERS

A POLITICAL EVENT – OCTOBER 7TH

C H A IR
Paul Van Dorsten
Haworth by Europlan

New Zealand is facing its worst economic downturn in 160 years, with huge
impact on the small business sector.
How to recover from the recent lockdowns, while facing future economic
uncertainty, is a topic on all our minds.
We thought members of the PBA would like an opportunity to hear directly
from the politicians on how their policies may affect business if they were
elected, so we invited National list MP for Epsom Paul Goldsmith, Epsom
Candidate Labour Party Camilla Belich, MP & Auckland Central Green Party
Candidate Chlöe Swarbrick and Act Party Leader & MP Epsom David Seymour
to present to those in attendance, followed by a question and answer session.
Needless to say it was a vibrant and interactive event!

E X EC U T IVE C O MM IT T E E
Andrew Plimmer

Lisa Stone

Colony

Ray White

Brendan Drury

Martyn Hamilton

House of Travel/Orbit

Property Supervisors

Denise Cohen

Nick Healy

Auckland Museum

Attune

Hamish Boyd

Mike Jennings

Jasmax
Jason Galea
Masfen Group
Josephine Rudkin
Binks Toitū Envirocare
Lisa Caughey
The Fantail House

The Paddington
T R E ASU R E R
Chris Lynch
Lynch &
Associates
LO CA L B OAR D
R E P R E SE NTAT IV E
Sarah Trotman

MEET THE PARNELL BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION TEAM
Cheryl Adamson
General Manager
cheryl@parnell.net.nz
Rachel Douglas-Bell
Digital Membership
Manager
admin@parnell.net.nz

A N E V E N I N G AT C H U R C H FO R A RT W E E K
2020
On October 15th the Holy Trinity Cathedral invited us in for an exclusive mix,
mingle and wander at leisure through what they had on offer for Artweek this
year. In addition to the remarkable permanent works of art and sculpture by
established artists already in the Cathedral, new exhibitions were featured
and installations by emerging artists on offer. With delicious authentic Italian
antipasto platters from Aperitivo and an Aria from Semele from NZ Opera, it
was a most enjoyable evening.

Carolyn Keep
Marketing &
Communications
carolyn@parnell.net.nz
2 York Street, Parnell
09 379 0606
www.parnell.net.nz

Cover photo: Fraser Chatham

ADVERTISE
IN THE NEXT PRINTED
NEWSLETTER
Want to build brand awareness/
increase your business exposure? The
Parnell Business Association newsletter
is delivered to all our members four
times a year.
For enquiries and to secure a spot in
the next issue email carolyn@parnell.
net.nz as soon as possible.

